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Social media

ways to utilize for the wedding

Y

oung couples tying the knot today grew up with social media,
so it’s no great surprise that so many want to utilize various
platforms when planning their weddings. In fact, the Brides
2018 American Wedding Survey found that 87 percent of brides
turned to the social media platform Pinterest for inspiration when
planning their weddings.

On the surface, modern wedding ceremonies and receptions may look
similar to the nuptials of yesteryear. However, engaged couples have
increasingly incorporated social media into their weddings, and the
following are some fun and creative ways to embrace that trend.
Create a social media photo booth. Guests may take more pictures
at modern weddings than the photographers who were hired to
document the happy couple’s big day from start to finish. Social media
boards are digital screens that display social media walls. Live event
social media boards collect and curate content from social media
channels and display it on a single digital screen. Users, in this case
a couple’s guests, simply use a predetermined hashtag when posting
photos and the images are then displayed on digital screens in real
time. This can be a fun way to engage guests during the reception.
Live stream the wedding. Live streams became very popular during
the pandemic, when couples getting married had to pare down their
guest lists in order to adhere to social distancing guidelines. But live
streams can continue to be used after the pandemic, as there will

MATTRESS MART

FREE
DELIVERY SET UP
& REMOVAL

With Any Purchase
of $300 or More
Valid only with coupon. Not valid with other coupons.
1 coupon per visit. Expires March 25, 2022.

always be guests who can’t make it to the wedding. Facebook Live was
a go-to social media platform for live streaming weddings during the
pandemic, and it can be utilized to involve loved ones in the festivities
even if they can’t be there in person. Live streaming via social media
may be especially useful for couples who want to enjoy destination
weddings, which tend to be small affairs due to travel constraints.

Hashtag the wedding. A couple-specific hashtag can serve as
something akin to a wedding album, only it’s one everyone can easily
access via the couple’s chosen social media platform. Encourage guests
to hashtag photos from the wedding so everyone can have a good time
looking back on the ceremony and reception once the day has come
and gone.
Plan with your party. Social media can be as fun, inclusive and
useful when planning the wedding as it can during the wedding
itself. Brides and grooms can create their own private Pinterest
boards and share them with the wedding party. Everyone can then
use the private board to bounce ideas off each other. Couples can
infuse a little fun into the Pinterest board by encouraging their
groomsmen and bridesmaids to post outrageous outfit ideas or
submit sing-along song requests to be played during the reception.
Social media is a big part of modern couples’ lives, so it makes
sense for them to find fun ways to incorporate various platforms
into their weddings.

Get the Good Night’s Sleep You’ve Been Missing

NOW
CELEBRATING
35 YEARS!

MATTRESS MART

Set of $599
or More

Valid only with coupon. Not valid with other coupons.
1 coupon per visit. Expires March 25, 2022.

(740) 725-8900

1677 Marion Mt. Gilead Rd.
(Next to Big Lots in the New Forum Center)

OH-70270800

100
Off
Any Mattress

$

Hours: Mon-Fri 10am-8pm • Sat 10am-6pm • Sun Noon to 5pm
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Timeline tips

Factors to consider along the way

T

he sheer volume of things to do on a wedding day can make couples
feel overwhelmed. Those feelings can be overcome by emphasizing
timing on the day of the wedding. Wedding day timelines will differ
depending on variables that are unique to each couple’s wedding, but the
following are some factors to consider as couples organize the big day.

Venue(s): The schedule couples adhere to on their wedding day
will be greatly affected by their choice of venue. Does the venue have
somewhere on premises for the couple and their party to get ready? Are
the ceremony and reception being held at the same venue? Before creating
a timeline, consider the location of the ceremony and reception venue(s)
and the accommodations each provides. Getting to and from multiple
facilities won’t be an issue if couples choose a multipurpose venue where
they can get ready, tie the knot and dance the night away all in one place.
Couples who will be moving from venue to venue throughout the day
must build the time it takes them and their party to get about into their
timelines.
Wedding party: The size of the wedding party also bears

consideration when planning a wedding day timeline. Large parties will
require more time to get ready, and that should be factored into couples’
timelines. Large parties also may be harder to corral and transport

from place to place, so couples should build some extra time into their
timelines to account for that. Small wedding parties can be easier to
manage, so couples with small parties may be able to begin their timelines
a little later in the day than those with large wedding parties.

Weather: Weather is the most unpredictable variable couples need to
plan for on their wedding days. As the wedding day approaches, couples
can monitor the day’s forecast and then make any necessary changes to
account for inclement weather. Getting around in a rainstorm will likely
take longer than moving about on a sunny day, so some minor tweaks
to the timeline may be necessary if storms or another type of inclement
weather is in the forecast.

Couples can access wedding day timeline templates on various websites.
But it’s important that couples remember that their weddings are unique,
so online guidelines might not be realistic. A careful consideration of a
handful of variables specific to couples’ weddings can help them craft
timelines that make their big day go smoothly.

Voted
Delaware’s
Best Winery
since 2018

“Little Things Mean Alot”
No Ordinary Day.
No Ordinary Bouquet.

Our elegant
arrangements are
custom-designed to
enhance the unique
beauty of your special
day.
• Full Service Florist
• 45 years of floral experience.

740.417.4286

We deliver by Door Dash
Visit our website for selections: blendofsevenwinery.com

OH-70271187

1400 Stratford Rd.- Easy Access SR 23 & Old SR 315

OH-70271038

• Multi-Year winner Runner Up
Best Venue
• Custom labels on wedding wines
at no charge with case minimum
• Intimate weddings in our
Private Room; Larger weddings
in our Tasting Room
• 5+years experience with weddings,
receptions, rehearsal dinners
and bridal showers

146 E. Main St. Lexington, OH 44904
(419) 884-0909
forgetmenotlexington.com
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Photography tips
Picture perfect wedding day

F

to grab great photos, advise the
experts at Martha Stewart.

Photography is often left in the
very qualified hands of professional
photographers. However, couples
can pitch in to make their photos
really pop. These picture pointers
from industry insiders can help
couples put their best smile
forward.

The photographer will have his
or her ideas of which shots to
cover, but a couple with specific
goals in mind should relay that
information to their photographer.
For example, if a grandparent is
getting up in years, request some
solo photos of that person so you
can look back on happy times
together. Certain couples want to
be snapped posing with a beloved
pet. Putting that on the list helps
ensure it will happen.

Leave ample time

A carefully orchestrated timeline
can ensure photos are the best
they can be. Why? Because
a couple who is relaxed and
not overwhelmed will notice
that attitude translates to their
photographs. When planning
wedding timelines, couples should
leave ample opportunities for
getting dressed, chatting with the
wedding party and going through
various photography settings

Put together a short list

Enlist a family
photo coordinator

If the photographer does not have
his or her own assistant, recruit
someone who is assertive to help
wrangle everyone for the family
shots. Attempt to get family photos
when family members are relaxed
but not too far rumpled by dancing
or having a good time.

Play your style safe
A wedding day is not a time
for the bride or groom to try a
dramatic new style, according
to photographer Amanda Lamb.
Resist the urge for a daring cut or
color. It’s also likely not the place
to try out new facial hair or heavy
makeup. A couple unaccustomed
to the way they look may be shy in
front of the camera.

Delve into the details
Prepare wedding details, like
gowns, shoes, accessories, etc.,
in advance to save time once the
photographer arrives, suggests Desi
Mendoza, a pro from Dez and Tam
Photography. Invest in a beautiful

hanger for the wedding gown as
well, because you may want to
photograph that on its own.

Learn to pose
Couples can practice posing in
front of mirrors to get a feel for
body positions that put them in
their best light. A photographer’s
advice in regard to posture is
invaluable as well. Create space
between arms and the body and
learn how to angle the body so you
look your best.

Photos will capture wedding day
memories forever. Couples can put
themselves in the best positions
for success by following some
photography guidelines.

Beautiful. Delicious. One
of a Kind. Our custom cakes
add the perfect touch of great
taste to your special event.

OH-70270796

ew things document
weddings more effectively
than photographs. Carefully
curated wedding albums and
portraits hung on walls serve
as daily reminders of a couple’s
special day.

799 Bellefontaine Ave.
Marion,OH
740-382-1991
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Unique locations to host a wedding

hen tying the knot, couples
continue to do so in familiar
venues. Houses of worship, hotels
and country clubs remain wildly popular
wedding venues. Couples who want to
stray from that norm often look for unique
locations to say “I do,” and there’s no
shortage of special spots to do just that.

inspiring photos on their big day.

Rooftop venues

Few backdrops inspire the awe of city
skylines, especially when couples wait
to get hitched until night has fallen and
buildings have lit up. Rooftop restaurants
and bars have undergone a resurgence in
recent years, and these facilities are tailormade for city-dwelling couples who want an
enviable backdrop for their nuptials. Many
such establishments are even affiliated with
hotels, which can simplify wedding planning.

Museums

Stadiums
Couples who first bonded over their love
of a particular sport and/or favorite team
can incorporate that into their nuptials by
getting married at a stadium. Professional
and collegiate teams typically offer wedding
and reception packages, and guests may
appreciate the once-in-a-lifetime opportunity
to hang out on the field where their favorite
athletes play.

Couples who want their guests to take a
stroll through history before they watch
the happy couple stroll down the aisle can
consider tying the knot at a local museum.
Many museums offer a variety of ceremony
and reception options. The vaulted ceilings
and airy quality of many art museums make
them an ideal place to host large gatherings.
The unique decor of such facilities
guarantees couples will get some awe-

Is a Micro-Wedding right for you?

Micro-Weddings are a growing trend
for today’s couples. Many couples are
looking for an intimate ceremony with
a relaxing reception. Micro-weddings
are ideal for couples on a tight budget
without sacrificing the style that adds
to your moment.
The Barn at Stratford knows a thing
or two about moments in history,
and at The Barn, we know that
your history begins with “I do.” Our
beautiful venue is owned by the
Delaware County Historical Society,
and every event, large or small,
supports historical education and
preservation in our community.

or museum parlor. Chairs for outdoor
seating for up to 30 guests, tables,
linens, and rustic centerpieces for 4
guest tables and 1 sweetheart table.

Flowers for the couple, photographer,
artisan cake,
and a
Mention
thisoffi
adciant,
andmusic,
receive
ceremony
planning
consultation.
$

500 Discount

on
weddings
& receptions
Mention
this article
and receive $50
New bookings only.

Micro-weddings are ideal for
couples on a tight budget without
sacrificing the style that adds to
your moment.
Our Micro-Wedding package includes:
3-hour use of our entire property
including your location choice of riverfront, willow tree, gazebo, barn side,

off
Micro-Wedding
in The Barn at
Oneyour
discount
per event allowed.
Stratford.
Melissa Stroupe
Sales and Event Manager
The Barn at Stratford
www.thebarnatstratford.org
844-369-2276
manager@barnatstratford.org

-PAID ADVERTISMENT-

OH-70269335

ave you ever considered a
destination wedding, but longdistance travel was difficult
for your loved ones? Do you want a
celebration that is both intimate and
affordable? Do you fear the stress of
planning a “traditional” wedding?

2690 Stratford Rd. | Delaware, OH 43015
www.BarnatStratford.org
manager@BarnatStratford.org

844-369-2276 (BARN)

CD-0006190839-02
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Vineyard/winery

Oenophiles will no doubt love the idea of
getting hitched at a vineyard or winery, but
even people without a taste for wine can
appreciate such locales. Sprawling fields and
expansive skies make vineyards and wineries
an ideal place to tie the knot, and guests will
no doubt enjoy the unique surroundings.

Historic homes

A vineyard
can provide an
idyllic backdrop
for a wedding.

Another go-to option
for history buffs, historic
homes and mansions can
make for memorable places
to get married. Such homes
tend to have a classic appeal, making them
ideal for couples who want traditional

weddings that call to mind
the grandiose ceremonies of
bygone eras.

Couples have an endless array of
options when looking for wedding
venues. Some outside-the-box options
can impress guests and make for memorable
ceremonies and receptions.

OH-70269334

Your Event in our Historic Venue

Mention this ad and receive a

$

500 Discount

on weddings & receptions
New bookings only.
One discount per event allowed.

2690 Stratford Rd. | Delaware, OH 43015
www.BarnatStratford.org
manager@BarnatStratford.org

844-369-2276 (BARN)

CD-0006190839-02
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Explore various wedding styles during planning

E

very wedding is different, even if many share some common
components. As couples plan their weddings, learning about
some popular wedding styles can help them create a ceremony
that suits them.

Classic wedding

appears that way with minimal effort. Decor is typically humble and
blends harmoniously with nature. A boho wedding may take place
outdoors or in another less traditional venue, such as a farmhouse
or botanical garden. Wedding party attire may be mismatched and
showcase each person’s individual style.

Classic weddings are the storybook traditional weddings that many
people dream about for years. Key elements include a tuxedo for the
groom and a white gown for the bride. Formal attire is reserved for
the rest of the wedding party. The ceremony is conducted in a place
of worship before everyone retires to a fancy catering hall for the
reception. Traditional weddings also may include the time-honored
customs like toasts, cake cutting, bouquet toss, and parent-child
dances.

Modern wedding

Beach wedding

Couples who love to travel and don’t want to worry about the
minutiae of wedding planning may find a destination wedding is a
good fit. Destination weddings last more than one day and focus on
relaxation, activities and lots of fun. Destination weddings tend to
be less formal and less traditional than classic weddings. Due to the
remote locations, destination weddings also can be smaller and more
intimate, as many invitees may be unable to attend. Yet those who
can attend often get to enjoy tropical islands or mountain retreats.

Beach weddings often are casual, laid back affairs. Dresses may be
less structured and flow with sea breezes, while guys may even don
shorts with linen shirts or jackets. Guests can expect the party to be
much more free-flowing and the traditions of classic weddings may
not be part of the celebration.

Bohemian wedding
Free-spirited individuals may dive head first into a bohemian style
wedding. According to wedding planner David Tutera, a boho
wedding is casual and comfortable. It tends to come off chic but

Brides and grooms who crave contemporary and current trends may
prefer a modern wedding. Graphic color schemes, clean lines and
minimalistic flowers might be part of a modern wedding. Attire may
be angular and edgy, and the venue may run the gamut from sleek
museum to a city rooftop.

Destination wedding

Wedding styles are as unique as the people getting married.
Choosing a theme that has the right feeling can help couples make
the most of their special days.

Clady’s

Garberick
Realty Co.

Complete Real Estate Service
Family Owned For 77 Years!
Established in 1945

John Garberick
REALTOR/BROKER

FLOORING &
DECORATING
DOWNTOWN BUCYRUS
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(419) 562-5051

garberickrealty.com

OH-70272380

920 Mansfield St. • Bucyrus, OH
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custom blinds, painting, wallpapering & much more.
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4 tips for findingthe right wedding venue
W

edding planning requires couples to make many decisions,
including where the wedding will take place.

A couple’s wedding day is typically broken into two parts:
the ceremony comes first, and the reception follows soon after.
Depending on couples’ preferences and religious beliefs, ceremonies
may take place at a house of worship or another location that is
separate from the reception venue. In some instances, couples may
choose one location for both the ceremony and the party to follow.
Wedding venues are where the bulk of the day will unfold, and
couples can consider these four tips to find a venue that suits their
needs.

1. Consider your theme and wedding style. Most couples
know which sentiments they want to convey during their weddings.
The venue should match the theme so the entire wedding will feel
connected to the space. A modern wedding, for example, will be
at home in an art gallery or warehouse. A wedding with natural
elements may work better on a ranch or in a botanical garden.
Zeroing in on the wedding style helps narrow down potential venue
options.

2. Assess the budget. A couple may find what seems to be the
perfect venue, only to realize that the cost of the space doesn’t fit
their budget. Ampersand Travel says the venue accounts for the most
significant wedding expense, at an average cost of $9,000. Finding
a venue that will maximize dollars spent involves looking at what is

included. Rentals for chairs, linens, lighting, a dance floor, and other
extras can quickly add up. Couples should have a set limit they’re
willing to spend on the venue and let that dictate the location.
3. Availability of the location. When a couple wants to get
married may determine their venue options, especially if they’re
planning on a budget. September and October are now the most
popular months to get married, so venues will book up quickly
during that time of year. Those who have their hearts set on specific
days will have to begin the search earlier than couples with no
attachment to a particular date. Concessions may need to be made if
a certain date is a must.
4. Estimate the size of your guest list. Price, date and style
will factor into wedding venues, but the number of guests also is a
major consideration. A trendy restaurant may seem like the perfect
locale, but it must be able to accommodate everyone on the guest
list. Couples should sit down with their families and come up with
a list of potential guests and look for a venue that can accommodate
everyone.
Couples also should visit potential venues in person to see
which, if any, details might be missing from online or magazine
advertisements. A host of factors, including accessibility, should be
considered when looking for a venue.
Finding the right venue requires careful consideration of various
factors that are unique to each couple.

Nobody Tops Our
Wedding Pastries!

Custom confections created
especially for your wedding day.
• Cupcake towers
• Cookie Towers

We have designer tuxedos and suits for affordable prices!

CaLL us Today!
740-362-7475

and more!

740-387-3830

OH-70272025

1282 Delaware Ave. • Marion, OH 43302

Marti MuLLen

OH-70272100

Serving Central Ohio for 26 Years!

Whatthetux0h@gmail.com
1 N. Sandusky St. Suite B Delaware, Ohio 43015
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How to give weddings
a modern touch

o two weddings are the same.
Some couples go to great lengths
to personalize their weddings,
while others make a few minor tweaks to
traditional components to make ceremonies
and receptions more reflective of their style
and the sentiments they hope to convey.

Embracing modern trends is one way couples
have looked to set their weddings apart from
traditional ceremonies. There are no rules
governing weddings, and that affords couples
certain freedoms as they seek to incorporate
a modern sensibility into the festivities. For
example, couples can modernize certain
components of their weddings while
remaining loyal to more traditional elements,
or they can fully embrace a modern aesthetic.
That choice of how modern to make a
wedding is up to the couple tying the knot,
but the following are some ways to give
weddings a modern touch.

Leave a small carbon footprint.

Eco-conscious couples can embrace an
environmentalist ethos when planning their
weddings by doing everything they can to
eliminate waste and promote conservation.
Send electronic invitations and save-thedate cards in lieu of paper alternatives and
choose a reception venue that serves only
locally sourced food and beverages. In
lieu of wedding favors, which tend to be
individually wrapped, make a donation in
guests’ names to a local environmental group
and share that information with loved ones.
When picking a hotel for guests, find lodging
that incorporates sustainability into its dayto-day operations.

Retire certain traditions. Couples
need not feel pressured to incorporate
traditions that no longer reflect modern
sensibilities. It’s up to couples to determine

OH-70272052

10% OFF

571 Center St. • Marion, OH 43302
Call Us For Pricing: 740-387-3277
We cater any size group. Ask manager for details. Availability varies by location.

CATERING
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which traditions to retire, but
customs like the garter toss and
bouquet toss may no longer
resonate with modern couples or
their guests. In addition, brides
who want to be walked down
the aisle by both of their parents,
as opposed to just their father,
should not hesitate to do so.

Look for a modern
venue. One of the most

awe-inspiring ways to give a
wedding a modern touch is to
choose a venue that reflects
a modern aesthetic. Vaulted
ceilings, white walls and floorto-ceiling windows can create
a clean, modern feel. Outdoor
ceremonies also can create a
modern ambiance.

OH-70269331

Adjust your attire. Black
tuxedos and white wedding
dresses are among the first
things to come to mind when
imagining traditional weddings.
Couples can stay formal but
embrace a more modern look
by choosing more colorful tuxes
for grooms and groomsmen

and picking a wedding gown
with a flair of color. Brides also
can allow bridesmaids to pick
their own bridesmaid dresses to
expand the modern look even
further.

There’s no shortage of ways for
couples to give their weddings a
modern touch.
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wedding timeline guide

W

Eight months out also is a good time to
finalize the guest list and send save-thedate cards.

Brides magazine offers that

6 months out

edding planning involves many
movable pieces that ultimately
need to come together on the
big day. Planning is typically a monthslong process, and adhering to certain
monthly benchmarks can help couples
stay the course.

the perfect engagement
period is 12 to 14 months,
which affords ample time to get organized
and work with vendors. With that in
mind, here’s a 12-month timeline for
couples getting ready to say “I do.”

12 months out

At the start of the planning process,
establish your budget, hire a wedding
planner (optional), choose the wedding
party, pick a date, and start to assemble a
cursory guest list. This also is a great time
to begin touring venues to get a feel for
potential ceremony and reception locales.

11 months out

Now is the time to get a firm handle on
the theme and scope of the wedding. Start
picking wedding colors and overall design.
Also, interview and hire vendors, such as
photographers, bands and videographers.
These vendors tend to book up quickly as
wedding season draws near, so it’s never
too early to book them.

10 months out

This is a good time to start shopping for
a wedding gown because it might take
some trial and error to find the perfect
dress. You also can start shopping for
wedding party attire at this time. Check
with formalwear vendors to see how long
it will take for the gowns to arrive in the
shop for alterations. If you haven’t already
done so, be sure to book the wedding
venue.

8 months out

Reception halls may have their own
schedules, but you should think about
setting your menu at this time, including
deciding if you will host a seated dinner, a
buffet or something else.

This also is a good time to visit stores to
create registry gift lists.

Meet with potential florists and other
vendors, like transportation companies
and hotels, to secure these arrangements.
Your place of worship also may require
certain classes or preparatory meetings, so
be sure to inquire about these.
Meet with a makeup and hair stylist and
book a trial. Choose attire for groomsmen
and give them a deadline for fittings and
orders. If you will not be getting married
in a place of worship, hire an officiant at
this time.

4 months out

Grooms traditionally arrange the
honeymoon, so this is a fine time to get
those travel plans in order. If you need
passports, you should secure them as
early as possible, and no later than four
months prior to the wedding to ensure
processing times. Book cake tastings
and order the cake if it is not part of the
venue food and beverage package. If you
haven’t already done so, the bride should
have an initial gown fitting, and wedding
invitations should be ordered at this time.

2 months out

Secure your wedding license and buy
wedding party gifts. Address and mail
the wedding invitations. Undergo a
second gown fitting and work with the
seamstress for the final fitting date just
before the wedding. Finalize any song
selections with the DJ or band.

The final details will occur in the last
weeks before the wedding. Buy all the
small accessories and items, undergo final
fittings and check in with all vendors for
final payments and to ensure they are on
schedule. Notify the reception hall of the
final guest count.
Once the wedding day arrives, couples
who have done their best to stay on
schedule can relax and have a great time
with family and friends.

